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Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts
A groundbreaking look at marriage, one of the most basic and universal of all human institutions, which reveals the
emotional, physical, economic, and sexual benefits that marriage brings to individuals and society as a whole. The Case for
Marriage is a critically important intervention in the national debate about the future of family. Based on the authoritative
research of family sociologist Linda J. Waite, journalist Maggie Gallagher, and a number of other scholars, this book’s
findings dramatically contradict the anti-marriage myths that have become the common sense of most Americans. Today a
broad consensus holds that marriage is a bad deal for women, that divorce is better for children when parents are unhappy,
and that marriage is essentially a private choice, not a public institution. Waite and Gallagher flatly contradict these
assumptions, arguing instead that by a broad range of indices, marriage is actually better for you than being single or
divorced– physically, materially, and spiritually. They contend that married people live longer, have better health, earn
more money, accumulate more wealth, feel more fulfillment in their lives, enjoy more satisfying sexual relationships, and
have happier and more successful children than those who remain single, cohabit, or get divorced. The Case for Marriage
combines clearheaded analysis, penetrating cultural criticism, and practical advice for strengthening the institution of
marriage, and provides clear, essential guidelines for reestablishing marriage as the foundation for a healthy and happy
society. “A compelling defense of a sacred union. The Case for Marriage is well written and well argued, empirically rigorous
and learned, practical and commonsensical.” -- William J. Bennett, author of The Book of Virtues “Makes the absolutely
critical point that marriage has been misrepresented and misunderstood.” -- The Wall Street Journal
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Choosing Marriage
Healthy Me, Healthy Us
Is Marriage Worth it? Many couples say "I do" with a combination of high hopes and fairy tale fantasies—but there's a
difference between the expectations of marriage and the reality of what marriage holds. Whether you're married, single, or
dating, now is the time to ask yourself: What steps can I take today to build an incredible marriage for tomorrow? With
compassion and clarity, licensed counselor and relationship expert Debra Fileta shows that when we can work through the
struggles of marriage, we get to experience the joys! Learn about eight powerful choices that will encourage and equip you
to take your marriage from average to exceptional and find astonishing survey results from thousands of singles and
couples on topics like love and attraction, sex, conflict, and communication. A beautiful exchange occurs when you learn
what it means to choose we before me. Discover practical steps that will give you confidence and courage on the adventure
of Choosing Marriage.

The Case for Marriage
#1 New York Times bestselling authors and renowned psychologists Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott share the single most
important secret to happy relationships. Relationships are rife with disappointment--but they are also the primary source of
personal happiness. So it is no surprise that the number one question Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott hear over and over is,
What's the single most important thing you can do for your relationships? After over twenty-five years of researching,
writing, and speaking on this subject, in Healthy Me, Healthy Us the Parrotts have whittled down their answer to the truth
contained in this single sentence: if you try to build intimacy with another person before you have gotten whole on your
own, all your relationships become an attempt to complete yourself. Relationship skills, tips, and tactics? Sure. They have
their place. But meaningful relationships--the kind we all long for--grow from something deeper, something stronger,
something that has more to do with being than doing. This groundbreaking book provides the three hallmarks to
psychological, emotional, and spiritual health, pointing the way to true and lasting wholeness that can revolutionize every
relationship you attempt to build.

What Made Jesus Mad?
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Brimming with helpful information and tips, The Everything Great Marriage Book can help bring harmony to any
relationship.

Your Time-starved Marriage
The Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts Workbook for Men will help you uncover and understand the unique shaping
factors you bring into your marriage both as a woman/man and as an individual. Prepare for some surprising and helpful
insights, for honest, intimate, and enjoyable relationship-strengthening conversations with you and your fiancé, and for
engaging discussions with a small group. EXERCISES AND ASSESSMENTS Twenty-four exercises will shed amazing new light
on the way you are put together, how that affects specific aspects of how you and your loved one relate, and how you can
improve those areas to build a better relationship. You will gain unprecedented insights into • your personal “Ten
Commandments” • making your roles conscious • getting your sex life off to a great start • identifying your “hot topics” •
your spiritual journey … and much, much more DISCUSSION GUIDE Les and Leslie will help both of you enjoy lively and eyeopening interaction through seven sessions and bonus sessions on the DVD. For small groups, individual couples, and
pastors and marriage counselors, each session links with the workbook exercises and concludes with an exercise each
couple can do together over the next week. http://www.symbisassessment.com

Saving Your Second Marriage Before It Starts Workbook for Women Updated
The essays collected in this volume examine evidence-based approaches to Christian counseling and psychotherapy,
exploring treatments for individuals, couples and groups. The book addresses both the advantages and the challenges of
this evidence-based approach and concludes with reflections on the future of such treatments.

Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts
More than a million couples can’t be wrong! And with this updated edition of their award-winning book, Drs. Les and Leslie
Parrott help you launch lifelong love like never before. This is more than a book—it’s an experience, especially when you
use the his/her workbooks filled with more than 40 fun exercises. Get ready for deeper intimacy with the best friend you’ll
ever have. Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts, in more than 15 languages, is the most widely used marriage prep tool in
the world. Uncover the misbeliefs of marriage Learn to communicate with instant understanding Discover the secret to
resolving conflict Master the skills of money management Get your sex life off to a great start A compelling video, featuring
real-life couples, is available, and with this updated edition Les and Leslie unveil the game-changing SYMBIS Assessment.
Now you can discover how to leverage your personalities for a love that last a lifetime. Make your marriage everything it is
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meant to be. Save your marriage—before (and after) it starts.

Safe People
Find the revolutionary path to success in the ultimate human challenge: truly loving other people. In this groundbreaking
new book, #1 New York Times bestselling author Dr. Les Parrott weaves together insights from theology, psychology, and
sociology to show ordinary believers how to radically change their relationships. Psychologist and relationship expert Dr.
Les Parrott provides a revolutionary path to success in the ultimate human challenge: truly loving other people. Let’s be
honest. How many times have you fallen short at being a good friend, a wise parent, or a self-giving spouse because you
didn’t love--truly love--at the highest level? It’s tough. We’re bound to fail. The bar is so high, especially if you aspire to love
like Jesus. But it’s not impossible. In Love Like Jesus, Dr. Parrott takes the latest findings from sociology and psychology and
blends them with biblical understanding to reveal practical and often counter-intuitive ways of loving like never before. He
breaks them down into five factors--being mindful, being approachable, being a grace-giver, being vulnerable, and being
empathetic--and shows how to practice them in daily life. The result will be deeply fulfilling and meaningful connections
with nearly anyone you encounter--but especially in the relationships that matter most.

Saving Your Second Marriage Before It Starts Workbook for Men Updated
A clinical psychologist shows readers how to spot a "control freak" and cope with their behavior, emphasizing God's
assistance in dealing with difficult people. Reprint. $100,000 ad/promo.

Saving Your Marriage Before it Starts
Complete with twenty-eight self-tests—two of them brand-new—and a new group discussion guide, the expanded and
updated Saving Your Second Marriage Before It Starts workbooks for men and women will help couples uncover and
understand the unique shaping factors they bring into their second marriage both as men and women and as individuals.
Exercises and assignments will help couples identify and meld their love styles, face the myths of remarriage honestly,
become soul mates, identify each person’s “hot topics,” and much more. The discussion guide in each workbook integrates
with the Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts DVD (sold separately and includes seven pre-marriage sessions plus one
additional session specifically designed to help prepare couples for remarriage) to facilitate lively and eye-opening
interaction. Each session links with the workbook exercises and concludes with exercises each couple can do together
between each lesson. http://www.symbisassessment.com
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Get Your Life Back
Love Talk is like no other communication book you’ve ever read. The fruit of years of research by two foremost relationship
experts (who also happen to be husband and wife), this book forges a new path to the heart of loving conversation. You’ll
begin by identifying your security need and determining your personal communication style. Then you’ll put together
everything you discover to learn how the two of you can speak each other’s language like never before. This very day, you
can begin an adventure in communication that will draw the two of you closer, and closer, and closer…consistently, in a
way that creates the depth and connection you long for in your relationship. Love Talk includes: The all-new Deep Love
Assessment The secret to emotional connection When not to talk A Communications 101 primer Practical help for the
“silent partner” Designed for use with the companion men’s and women’s Love Talk workbooks (sold separately).

The Sticky Faith Guide for Your Family
Tim Harlow, senior pastor of Parkview Christian Church, helps Christians rediscover the passionate savior of the Bible who is
still relevant today. For years Christians have asked, "What would Jesus do?" But what if we asked a better, more
illuminating question: “What made Jesus mad?” As much as we love a gentle, sweet image of Jesus, that picture isn’t
complete. Jesus got deeply angry at times. That shouldn’t surprise us--but who he was mad at, and why, might. Jesus was
most angry with people whose attitudes got in the way of his purpose: to seek and to save the lost, to unite us with God's
amazing love. So, when he saw hypocrisy, greed, judging, and lack of mercy coming from the hearts of people who
supposedly followed God and as a result pushed people away from him, Jesus went into orbit. Do we feel the same way?
Whatever the problem--tolerating injustice, shunning sinners, or ignoring the least among us--What Made Jesus Mad? opens
our eyes to the issues that most angered Jesus and that should anger Christians as we align our hearts with his and get
back to actually following the Savior.

Love Like That
A comprehensive approach to psychological wellness, for counsellors from beginner to specialist level.

Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts Workbook for Women
So that’s what she means! So that’s what he’s thinking! · Discover surprising little things that have big impact in any
relationship. · See what the latest research reveals about differences between men and women. · Master what is most
important to the most important person in your life. Whether married or single, with a group or on your own, this all-in-one
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participant’s guide offers you eye-opening insights and practical tips for understanding the opposite sex. Use this
participant’s guide as a companion with any, or all of, the following: · For Women Only (book and/or DVD study), · For Men
Only (book and/or DVD study), and · For Couples Only (using both For Men Only and For Women Only books and/or the For
Couples Only DVD) For years, men and women have seen great life change as they used these groundbreaking books in
small groups, Bible studies, Sunday school classes, and premarital or marriage counseling. Now this participant’s guide
makes the content even more illuminating. Get ready to know “the other half” in a whole new way!

For Women Only, For Men Only, and For Couples Only Participant's Guide
This workbook is designed to help you -- the woman -- explore the issues and practice the skills presented in the book
Saving Your Marriage Before it Starts. It is full of lively exercises and enlightening self-tests that will help you and your
partner apply what you are learning directly to your relationship. - This version of the workbook approaches the issues from
a woman's perspective, taking into account your unique psychology, needs, and approach to life. - Each exercise includes
an estimate of how long it will take, so you can easily fit the program into a busy schedule. - Call-outs in the book let you
know the best times to do the exercises as you read. - Activities to practice throughout your married life are included to
help you keep your love alive. These exercises are designed to help you uncover potential problems and deal with them
before they emerge. They will help you and your partner communicate better. They will help you see your differences and
practice positive methods for resolving conflict. Best of all, they are designed to help you cultivate intimacy and help you on
your way to a rich, lifelong love.

Counseling and Psychotherapy
The anniversary edition of "His Needs, Her Needs" is a celebration of how the book has helped thousands of couples
revitalize their marriages during the last 15 years. In the new Preface of this edition, Harley recalls his early counseling
experiences that led to the writing of this book.

Financial Peace Revisited
In an expanded and updated edition, two renowned relationship experts help engaged and newlywed couples build solid
foundations for love, equipping them with the tools they need for a rock-solid marriage that will last a lifetime. 50,000 first
printing. $40,000 ad/promo.

Crazy Good Sex
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Every couple has a restless aching, not just to know God individually but to experience God together. Saving Your Marriage
Before It Starts Devotional gives you a road map for cultivating rich spiritual intimacy in your relationship. Written by the
creators of the most widely used pre-marriage program in the world, this devotional includes fifty-two weekly meditations
help the two of you grow closer than you've ever imagined. Each week you'll find: An insightful devotion focusing on reallife issues A key passage of Scripture Questions that spark meaningful discussions Stories from well-known couples,
including Jefferson & Alyssa Bethke, Gary & Karolyn Chapman, Dave & Sharon Ramsey, Francis & Lisa Chan, and Keith &
Beth Moore A brief prayer that will help you both draw closer together and to God This book will guide you on your marriage
journey to make it all God intends it to be. Start building on the closeness you've got today – and reap the rewards of a
more satisfying relationship as you enjoy the intimacy of lifelong love together.

An Affluent Heart
There is no more thrilling part of the Bible than the book of Acts, and no better guide to it than Albert Mohler. This first
volume takes in the ascension of Jesus, the coming of the Spirit, the birth of the church, the start of persecution, the
conversion of Saul, and the divine call to world-wide evangelism. If you want to be fueled for Christian life and mission, you
will want to read this book. This Expository Guide takes you verse by verse through the text in an accessible and applied
way. It is less academic than a traditional commentary and can be read cover-to-cover, used in personal devotions, used to
lead small group studies, or used for sermon preparation.

Everything Great Marriage
Simple Recipes for Romance How to add spice to your marriage Have you ever wondered, "Can I really experience romance
in marriage or is it just a fairy tale?" Yes you can, if you are willing to make it happen! These simple recipes for romance will
provide the ingredients for adding spice back to your marriage. If you use a recipe book to create a meal you will prepare a
tasty delight. By following these "Simple Recipes for Romance" you will experience a FEAST! Steve Tucker has tested and
applied these recipes throughout his 29 years of marriage. His desire is for couples to enjoy their relationship in the midst of
life's challenges. With these simple recipes for romance, you can do it! "Who doesn't want spice in their marriage? Yet there
are many couples who have forgotten what "spice" smells or tastes like and their most important relationship has grown
stagnant and stale. If you want a thriving marriage that is growing more in love everyday there is only one book I would
recommend . and you are looking at it." Roger Gibson Speaker & Author, First Comes Love, Then Comes Money Smalley
Relationship Center Steve Tucker is co-founder and president of Eagle Family Ministries in Bentonville, Arkansas. He has
spent the past 12 years leading seminars and retreats on romance in marriage. He was in church ministry from 1975
through 1996 when EFM was founded. Steve is a graduate of Southwest Baptist University in Bolivar, Missouri and John
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Brown University in Siloam Springs, Arkansas. He is a graduate of Rapport Leadership International School of Leadership
Development, as well as a member of the AACC. Steve is certified in several marriage communication programs and is a
relationship coach. Steve and Susan were married in 1979 and have two sons.

Trading Places
To understand your spouse you've got to walk in his or her shoes.Ever feel like you're stepping on each other's toes? Then
maybe it's time you put yourselves in each other's shoes. Of course that may sound uncomfortable. But it's easier than you
think - and it will revolutionize your relationship. In fact, bestselling authors Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott reveal the littleknown secrets of putting the time-tested strategy of trading places to work in your own marriage.In this book, chock-full of
practical helps and tips you've never thought of, you'll learn the three-step-strategy to trading places and, as a result,
you're sure to: Increase your levels of passion .Bolster your commitment .Eliminate nagging .Short-circuit conflict . Double
your laughter . Forgive more quickly .Talk more intimately In short, you'll be more understanding and better understood. In
other words, you'll experience - day after day - the unconditional love every couple longs for. ''We've often fantasized about
being able to literally hand a box of mutual empathy - the revolutionary tool for instantly improving a relationship - to the
couples that attend our seminars. Well, this book is the closest we'll ever come to being able to do just that. Les and Leslie
Parrott Most couples never discover the rewards of trading places. For example, did you know it's the quickest way to get
your own needs met? It's true! And Les and Leslie show you how. They also disclose exactly how trading places improves
your conversations and how it's guaranteed to fire up your sex life. Truly, your love life and your entire marriage will never
be the same after you learn the intimate dance of trading places.This book also features a powerful, free online
assessment, powered by eHarmony Marriage that instantly improves your inclination to trade places. How? By zeroing in on
exactly what you'd most like your spouse to accurately understand about you. In addition, two workbooks with no-nonsense
exercises - one for you and one for your spouse - will help you apply each chapter to your own marriage.Les and Leslie have
made it easy. So why not walk a few steps in your spouse's shoes, starting today? Whether you're a newlywed couple or
you've been married for decades, it's never too early or too late to attain the power of trading places.

Making Happy
The Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts Workbook for Women will help you uncover and understand the unique shaping
factors you bring into your marriage both as a woman/man and as an individual. Prepare for some surprising and helpful
insights, for honest, intimate, and enjoyable relationship-strengthening conversations with you and your fiancé, and for
engaging discussions with a small group. EXERCISES AND ASSESSMENTS Twenty-four exercises will shed amazing new light
on the way you are put together, how that affects specific aspects of how you and your loved one relate, and how you can
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improve those areas to build a better relationship. You will gain unprecedented insights into • your personal “Ten
Commandments” • making your roles conscious • getting your sex life off to a great start • identifying your “hot topics” •
your spiritual journey … and much, much more DISCUSSION GUIDE Les and Leslie will help both of you enjoy lively and eyeopening interaction through seven sessions and bonus sessions on the DVD. For small groups, individual couples, and
pastors and marriage counselors, each session links with the workbook exercises and concludes with an exercise each
couple can do together over the next week. http://www.symbisassessment.com

Evidence-Based Practices for Christian Counseling and Psychotherapy
The Sticky Faith Guide for Your Unique Family addresses one of the top current concerns about youth and the church: the
reality that nearly half of all young people raised in Christian families walk away from their faith when they graduate from
high school. That’s the bad news. But here’s the good news: research also shows that parents are one of the primary
influences on their child’s faith. This book arises from the innovative, research-based, and extensively field-tested project
known as “Sticky Faith,” designed to equip parents with insights and ideas for nurturing long-term faith in children and
young people. Because of the Fuller Youth Institute’s six years of research with more than 500 young people, 100 churches,
and 50 families, four of this guidebook’s unique qualities make it a “must have” for families eager to point their young
people toward long-term faith. First, it’s grounded in sophisticated, academically verified data. While Dr. Powell is a parent
of three children who authentically weaves her own experiences throughout the book, the chapter topics correlate with
parenting principles proven in national research. Second, it is positive. Amid gloomy and theoretical resources, this book
leaves parents empowered and hopeful that even little tweaks to their family rhythms can make a big difference. Third, it is
practical. Readers get what they want most: more than 100 ideas from other parents they can try today, this week, or this
month. Fourth, its “guidebook” format is accessible. For busy parents who don’t have time and inclination to read, this
format is a welcome resource that they can return to time and time again for fresh ideas and inspiration.

Saving Your Second Marriage Before it Starts
Discover the six counter-intuitive dials to turn right now in your relationship. these are proven happiness boosters. and let's
face it, knowing how to make happiness -- the deep and abiding joy of feeling good together -- isn't always easy for timestarved and sleep-deprived couples. Making Happy will change all that by: Instantly making your relationship 25 percent
happier. Countering the effects of taking each other for granted so you can notice even more things you appreciate about
each other. Knowing the easy way to ensure your partner is happier today than yesterday. Relationship experts Drs. Les
and Leslie Parrott bring all the relevant research together in Making Happy and show you how to elevate happiness in your
relationship. It's easier than you think. Includes an immensely practical three-week Happiness Plan.
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Saving Your Second Marriage Before It Starts
This book outlines digital discipleship principles for building an online community and provides practical instruction for how
to do it no matter how big or small a local church may be. There are more than 2.3 billion professing Christians in the world
and more and more new churches launching globally, yet statistics show that in-person church attendance is declining or
plateauing in every nation. Although social technology has been around for more than two decades, church leaders have
long bristled at the idea of church online, ranking it as the last concern on their minds in Barna's 2020 state of the church
report published February 3, 2020. And then, three weeks later, COVID-19 closed the doors of every church on earth and
suddenly forced them entirely online. Nona Jones, a globally acclaimed thought leader on leveraging technology for
ministry, had been leading a movement and sounding the alarm for several years to make digital discipleship a central part
of every church’s ministry approach. In From Social Media to Social Ministry, she outlines her digital discipleship principles
and provides practical instruction for how to do it no matter how big or small a local church may be. There are plenty of
books to help churches build a social media strategy, but this is the first book of its kind that goes beyond digital marketing
to digital ministry. Readers will leave this book with: Clarity on what discipleship truly is The data that underscores the
urgency for digital discipleship Understanding of the resources required to do it well A step-by-step guide on how to
implement digital discipleship into ministry plans Knowledge of the differences among and purposes of the most popular
social platforms, as well as the tools best positioned for digital ministry

Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts Devotional
In this updated edition, Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott dig below the surface to the depths of human interactions, offering
expert advice and practical tools for improving the most important aspect of human life: relationships. Designed for college
students, young adults, singles, and dating couples, this cutting-edge book teaches the basics of healthy relationships,
including friendship, dating, sexuality, and relating to God. Newly updated and expanded to include the latest research on
relationship building and vital information on social networking, it provides readers with proven tools for making bad
relationships better and good relationships great. A workbook is also available, which contains dozens of self-tests and
assessments that will help readers determine their relational readiness, the health of the home they grew up in, their
understanding of gender differences, and much more. Real Relationships and the Real Relationships Workbook furnish an
honest and timely guide to forming the rich relationships that are life's greatest treasure.

Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts Workbook for Women Updated
Complete with twenty-eight self tests—two of them brand-new—and a new group discussion guide, the expanded and
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updated Saving Your Second Marriage Before It Starts workbooks for men and women will help couples uncover and
understand the unique shaping factors they bring into their second marriage both as men and women and as individuals.
Exercises and assignments will help couples identify and meld their love styles, face the myths of remarriage honestly,
become soul mates, identify each person’s “hot topics,” and much more. The discussion guide in each workbook integrates
with the Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts DVD (sold separately and includes seven pre-marriage sessions plus two
additional sessions specifically designed to help prepare couples for remarriage) to facilitate lively and eye-opening
interaction. Each session links with the workbook exercises and concludes with exercises each couple can do together
between each lesson. http://www.symbisassessment.com

Marriage Coaching
Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott help couples uncover and understand the dynamics each person brings into their second
marriage, both as a man or woman and as an individual. For use with the Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts DVD
(includes seven pre-marriage sessions plus two additional sessions specifically designed to help prepare couples for
remarriage), the expanded and updated men s and women s workbooks include twenty-eight self tests and a group
discussion guide."

Acts 1-12 for You
Part IThe Practice of Counseling1 --Chapter 1The Realm of Counseling2 --Chapter 2Becoming an Effective Counselor23
--Chapter 3Legal and Ethical Issues for the Beginning Counselor43 --Chapter 4Contemporary Issues in Counseling55 --Part
IIMajor Therapeutic Theories71 --Chapter 5Introduction: Your Personal Theory of Therapy72 --Chapter 6Psychoanalytic
Therapy80 --Chapter 7Adlerian Therapy111 --Chapter 8Existential Therapy147 --Chapter 9Person-Centered Therapy173
--Chapter 10Gestalt Therapy200 --Chapter 11Transactional Analysis230 --Chapter 12Behavior Therapy266 --Chapter
13Rational-Emotive Therapy and Other Cognitively Based Theories301 --Chapter 14Reality Therapy340 --Chapter
15Marriage and Family Therapy365 --Chapter 16Conclusion: Comparing the Major Therapeutic Theories396 --Appendix
ADivisions of the American Counseling Association417 --Appendix BDivisions of the American Psychological Association419.

Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts Workbook for Women Revised
Too many of us have invested ourselves into relationships that left us deeply wounded. We've been abandoned or taken
advantage of, and left with little to show for what we've given. We've lost our sense of security and personal value in the
process. And what's worse, we tend to either repeat the same mistakes of judgment over and over . . . Or else lock the
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doors of our hearts entirely and throw away the key. Why do we choose the wrong people to get involved with? Is it possible
to change? And if so, where does one begin? Drs. Henry Cloud and John Townsend offer solid guidance for making safe
choices in relationships, from friendships to romance. They help identify the nurturing people we all need in our lives, as
well as ones we need to learn to avoid. Safe People will help you to recognize 20 traits of relationally untrustworthy people.
Discover what makes some people relationally safe, and how to avoid unhealthy entanglements. You'll learn about things
within yourself that jeopardize your relational security. And you'll find out what to do and what not to do to develop a
balanced, healthy approach to relationships.

Simple Recipes for Romance
Offers couples a wealth of advice for staying connected and creating a rewarding relationship with time and with each
other, revealing how to manage time, maximize the moments you have together, stop the "time bandits" that steal your
time, and much more. 50,000 first printing.

Real Relationships
A REFRESHINGLY SIMPLE GUIDE TO RECOVER YOUR LIFE! In Get Your Life Back, New York Times bestselling author John
Eldredge provides a practical, simple, and refreshing guide to taking your life back. By practicing a few wonderfully simple
practices—or what John calls “graces”—you can begin to recover your soul, disentangle from the tragedies of this broken
world, and discover the restorative power of beauty. Ask yourself: Are you happy most of the time? Do you feel deeply
loved? Are you excited about your future? How often do you feel lighthearted? After reading this book you will… Learn how
to insert the One Minute Pause into your day Begin practicing “benevolent detachment” and truly let it all go Offer kindness
toward yourself in the choices you make Drink in the simple beauty available to you every day Take realistic steps to
unplug from technology overload These simple practices and others are ready for the taking. You don’t need to abandon
your life to get it back. Begin restoring your life here and now. Your soul will thank you for it.

Living Wholeness
A practical financial guide covers such topics as eliminating debt, investing simply, making sound financial decisions, and
revolutionizing relationsips with the flow of money.

Love Talk
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How do we know when we're ready for marriage? What's the secret to having a great engagement? How can we get
married without drowning in debt? Where better to turn for answers than those who have gone before -- experts in the area
of marriage, relationships, and finance who know from experience what it takes to make the days leading up to the wedding
(and the years that follow) a success! How to Know When You're Ready for Marriage--Les & Leslie Parrot - Secrets to Having
a Great Engagement--David & Claudia Arp - Getting Married Without Drowning in Debt--Ron Blue - What to Do With
Wedding Jitters--Robert & Rosemary Barnes - Making Your Wedding More Than a Ceremony--David & Jan Stoop - How to
Have a Great Wedding Night--Cliff & Joyce Penner - Getting Married When Your Parents Don’t Approve--John Trent - How to
Handle the Wedding Bell Blues--H. Norman Wright - For Those Getting Married Again--Thom Whiteman - After the
Honeymoon--Les & Leslie Parrott

From Social Media to Social Ministry
This revised workbook is designed to help women/men explore the issues and practice the skills presented in Saving Your
Marriage Before it Starts. Full exercises and self-tests will help you and your partner apply what you are learning directly to
your relationship from the woman's/man s perspective."

Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts Workbook for Men Updated
MORE THAN ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD Bold, upfront, potent, and proven, Saving Your Second Marriage Before It Starts is
the guide you need to nurture a successful, lifelong remarriage. It asks key questions to help you and your significant other
prepare for your marriage and tackle challenges with faith, perseverance, and hope. Authors of the award-winning Saving
Your Marriage Before It Starts, Les and Leslie Parrott focus their groundbreaking, frontline expertise on helping men and
women face the unique challenges of remarriage. This comprehensive, guided approach explores nine critical questions you
need to ask before--and after--you remarry. After reading this book, you and your partner will, among other things: Know
whether you're ready to marry again Face the myths of remarriage honestly Identify and meld your love styles Say what
you mean and understand what you hear Fight a good fight Combine a family Includes a discount code for the truly
revolutionary SYMBIS Assessment so you can personalize the content specifically to you and your fiancé. In addition,
separate workbooks with self-tests are available for both men and women, and an audio version can be used in groups or
by both partners.

His Needs, Her Needs
Marriage Coaching is an essential book for any couple motivated to heal, strengthen or protect their own marriage and
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interested in helping other couples. It is written by a Master Coach and Master Coach Trainer with a background in
Professional Clinical Counseling and his wife of 26 years who has helped to develop Marriage Coaching for their own
relationship and to help couples globally. It is filled with stories from their own marriage and work with other couples. Part I
presents the uniqueness of Marriage Coaching and illustrates how a couple can learn to coach their own marriage. Part II
details the core skills of the process that includes loving listening, curious asking and effective goal-setting. A step by step
process is laid out for couples to set goals for their relationship that they are motivated to achieve. The book concludes with
an exhortation for couples to help other couples as a way to enrich the purpose of their marriage even while they enjoy
abundant hope, pleasure and purpose in their own marriage. A bonus chapter provides practical help to couples in crisis.
Marriage Coaching is a great introduction to a proven method couples can use to build a great marriage and to help other
couples.

Getting Ready for the Wedding
More than a million couples can’t be wrong! And with this updated edition of their award-winning book, Drs. Les and Leslie
Parrott help you launch lifelong love like never before. This is more than a book—it’s an experience, especially when you
use the his/her workbooks filled with more than 40 fun exercises. Get ready for deeper intimacy with the best friend you’ll
ever have. Saving Your Marriage Before It Starts, in more than 15 languages, is the most widely used marriage prep tool in
the world. Uncover the misbeliefs of marriage Learn to communicate with instant understanding Discover the secret to
resolving conflict Master the skills of money management Get your sex life off to a great start A compelling video, featuring
real-life couples, is available, and with this updated edition Les and Leslie unveil the game-changing SYMBIS Assessment.
Now you can discover how to leverage your personalities for a love that last a lifetime. Make your marriage everything it is
meant to be. Save your marriage—before (and after) it starts.

The Control Freak
In this practical guidebook filled with straight talk, psychologist and bestselling author Dr. Les Parrott shares six secrets to
help men and their wives experience the best sex they've ever had.
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